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Let's be honest, who likes laborious registration procedures, incomprehensible games or monotonous gaming sessions? GameTwist is THE ideal
online casino for people who like to get straight to the point when it comes to gaming fun. From simple slots with three reels to complex casino

games for real pros - we have everything you need for long-lasting entertainment.

Moreover, every game comes complete with clear description texts and instructions to ensure that you can focus on what’s most important as
quickly as possible: having fun! And if you need more Twists, you’ll find the perfect pack in our Shop.

Thanks to a variety of bonuses on offer at GameTwist (including a Daily Bonus and Time Bonus), you’ll regularly benefit from a Twist balance
boost free of charge. Something to really look forward to is the Wheel of Fortune that appears after your first login of the day. Simply give it a spin

and claim your Twists. And that’s just one of many specials our free online casino has in store for you. So, come and join the casino fun - we’ll
keep our fingers crossed for you!

Please note: If you follow us on Facebook, you won't miss out on any of our thrilling promotions. You can also participate in votes and similar
promotions via the comment function or simply enjoy the exciting content such as videos with fascinating slot teasers. Simply put, there’s no

shortage of extraordinary content, just like you are accustomed to in your online casino.
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There is an abundance of slots and game machines at GameTwist. Hundreds of titles are waiting to be discovered, and many have Free Games

and other exciting features. Get ready for awesome slot titles including Book of Ra, Sizzling Hot, Golden Sevens, Multi Dice, Lucky Lady̓ s
Charm, Viking and Dragon, Ultra Hot, Apollo God of the Sun, Lord of the Ocean, Golden Reel, Faust and many more! Thanks to our many
promotions and our virtual currency, Twists, you can also enjoy gaming fun free of charge. And the cherry on the cake is that most of our free

slots come from the market leader NOVOMATIC.

GameTwist is a platform for casino games that deliver modern gameplay. Our games look and play great on both your desktop with a large screen
and on your mobile while you’re on the move. You can enjoy superb gaming quality, in many cases even free of charge, that will add an element of

excitement to everyday life. In fact, the gameplay of some of our titles has been adapted for small screens, for example with special buttons and
simplified user interfaces. Whatever you choose to play and wherever you are, you’ll always be right in the middle of the action!GameTwist is a

social casino game and you are not able to earn or bet real money. You will receive a virtual currency (Twists) via different daily bonuses that can
be used to stake in slots and games. Twists can also be bought in the GameTwist shop. Please note that Twists cannot be redeemed for real

money or any other items or goods of value.

No matter whether you’re a fan of Roulette, Blackjack, Baccarat or scratch card games, our Casino section is packed with exciting casino
table games that meet strict quality criteria. Moreover, they serve up magnificent chances of winning. Experience virtual casino flair at the highest
level, and, if you have enough Twists, completely free of charge! What’s more, our online casino is open 24 hours a day, seven days a week for
you, and it’s regularly expanded with new casino games. Our team of developers is continually improving our homepage to optimise your gaming

experience.

Do you love online Pool? Or maybe Backgammon, Dominoes, Yatzy, Mahjong, Belote or Chess? Or perhaps you’re a fan of classic card games
like Schnapsen, Jolly or Skat? Our Skill Games are perfect for everyone who loves to put their skill to the test while having fun. Equally popular
with our gamers are our thrilling Online Poker and Bingo games, which are also available in different variants. Fancy playing a classic like 1-2-3

Bingo or Live Poker?
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To add a little more spice to our online casino we frequently come up with promotions that are tailormade for our gamers. This also ensures that
the odd round of gaming is free of charge. Moreover, we occasionally organise exciting tournaments and leaderboard games that give you the
chance to win bonuses or vouchers (more Twists) as well as level-ups. Become a gaming pro at GameTwist and show the other players online

what you’re made of! New here? Then register and join in the fun with a great Twist Welcome Bonus.

Carefree gaming fun is of paramount importance to us. That’s why we are always ready to listen when gamers have questions or need support.
Please note that many questions about GameTwist and the online games on offer have already been answered in our comprehensive FAQs. In

case you would like to know more, please contact our Customer Service Team.

Falls Sie gerne Casinospiele im Internet spielen möchten, ist es wichtig, direkt die richtigen Adressen anzusteuern. Wir haben die besten Online-
Casinos für deutsche Spieler ausgesucht. Unsere Auswahlkriterien umfassen Promotionen, Bonusse, Sicherheit, Auszahlungsoptionen, Ruf,

Stabilität der Software, Grafiken, Kundenservice, Vielfalt der Spiele und die allgemeine Behandlung der Spieler. Wir checken und aktualisieren
regelmäßig die Spitzen-Casinos, die wir empfehlen.

Whether you’re on a break or relaxing at home, add a little excitement to your day with INSTANT Games!
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Enjoy the excitement of a game show in a live casino game format.

Bet on the go with new & exciting features on our latest PROLINE app.

Looking for a rewarding career and want to make a difference for the province of Ontario?

Gambling is supposed to be fun. If it’s not, ConnexOntario can help. Call 1-866-531-2600 or go to ConnexOntario.ca
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This website is for the use of adults in the Province of Ontario, Canada.  Lottery and charitable gaming products are only available to those

persons 18 years of age and over, while casinos and slot facilities in Ontario are restricted to those persons 19 years of age and over.

This OLG.ca Player Agreement – Terms and Conditions of Use for OLG.ca contains the terms and conditions that govern the use of
OLG's OLG.ca online gaming platform.  By checking the “accept“ box, an Intending Player, Prospective Player, or a Player

is confirming that they understand and agree to be bound by the terms and conditions of this Agreement.  If a Prospective Player, Intending
Player, or a Player does not agree with any of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, the individual (i) is not permitted to register an account
with OLG.ca, and (ii) if the individual already has a Player Account (as defined in Section 2 below), they are not permitted to log into their Player

Account and play any Games or purchase any products that are offered on or through OLG.ca.

OLG reserves the right to revise this Agreement from time to time in such manner as OLG, in its sole discretion, determines to be appropriate. 
OLG will post a notice on OLG.ca advising Players when this Agreement has been revised, and Prospective Players (prior to registering an
account with OLG.ca), Intending Players (prior to completion of the registration for a Player Account) and Players (prior to logging into their
Player Account) will be required to acknowledge and agree to be bound by the revised terms and conditions from and after that date.  Each

Prospective Player, Intending Player, and Player is responsible for familiarizing themselves with all of the terms and conditions of
this Agreement and ensuring that they understand and agree to be bound by them prior to registering an account with OLG.ca or logging-in to

their Player Account.

In the case of a Prospective Player, Intending Player, or a Player breaching or otherwise failing to comply with the terms and conditions of this
Agreement, OLG will have the right to exercise any or all of the remedies described in this Agreement or otherwise available to it at law or in
equity.  Those remedies may include, for example, (i) the right to terminate a Prospective Player's, Intending Player’s, or a Player's eligibility

to register or maintain a Player Account, (ii) to lock, Suspend, and/or Deactivate a Player Account, and (iii) to retain any or all Unutilized Funds (as
defined in Section 2 below) associated with a Player Account.
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The following terms have the respective meanings specified below, and grammatical variations of such terms have corresponding meanings:

“AGCO” means the Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario and the successors thereof;

“AGCO Standards” means the Registrar’s Standards for Gaming and the Registrar’s Standards for Gaming: Lottery Sector, as prepared and
issued by the Registrar of the AGCO, as amended or replaced from time to time;

“AGCO iGaming Standards” means the Registrar’s Standards for Internet Gaming;
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“Agreement” means this Player Agreement – Terms and Conditions of Use for OLG.ca, as amended or replaced from time to time by OLG;

“Bonus Funds” means a notional amount corresponding to Canadian dollars that is loaded into a Player Account by OLG. Bonus Funds, subject
to the applicable Bonus Funds Terms, can be used by a Player to play Pay-to-Play Games or Draw-Based Lottery Games Played Online, or

both, without charge to the Player;

“Bonus Funds Terms” has the meaning specified in Section 8.1.  Subject to Section 3 of this Agreement, the Bonus Funds Terms are incorporated
into and form part of this Agreement;

“Business Day” means any day other than a Saturday, a Sunday, a statutory holiday in Ontario or any day on which banks are not open for
business in Toronto, Ontario;
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“Closed Account” means a Player Account that is described in Section 11.1;

“Close” or “Closure” means the act of a Player closing their Player Account as described in Section 11.1;

“Deactivate” or “Deactivation” means that a Player Account has been set to a Deactivated Account as described in Section 12.2;

“Direct Pay” means the online payment for the purchase of Draw-Based Lottery Games Played Online (subject to system availability), executed
through the permitted payment card of the Player without the need to fund the Player Account, rather than through the use of Unutilized Funds

and/or Bonus Funds.
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“Direct Pay Subscription Terms” means the terms and conditions applicable to a subscription for tickets for a Draw-Based Lottery Game Played

Online made through Direct Pay in accordance with Section 5.

“Dormant Account” means Player Account that is described in Section 10.2 but does not include the Player Account of an individual registered for
My PlayBreak;

“Draw-Based Lottery Game Played Online” means any of the games made available through OLG.ca from time to time that: (i) constitutes
a “lottery scheme” for purposes of the Criminal Code (Canada), (ii) requires the Player to select a set of numbers or other play elements (whether
chosen by the Player and/or randomly generated), and (iii) has its outcome or result being determined by a draw, but does not include any Pay-to-

Play Game or any Play-for-Free Game.

“Event” has the meaning specified in the applicable Pay-To-Play Game Rules;
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“Excluded Individual” means an individual who is not permitted to register an account with OLG.ca or, if the individual already has a Player

Account, to maintain that Player Account in an activated state, including:

“FINTRAC” means the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada and the successors thereof;

“Future Game Transaction” has the meaning specified in Section 5.3;

“Games” means, collectively, Draw-Based Lottery Games Played Online, Pay-to-Play Games and Play-for-Free Games;
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“iGaming System” means the system that is used by OLG for the purpose of registering and administering Player Accounts, facilitating the playing

of Games by Players, and paying prizes;

“Inactive Account” means a Player Account that is described in Section 10.1 but does not include the Player Account of an individual registered
for My PlayBreak;

“Live Stream” or “Live Streaming” means the real-time or near real-time audio-visual stream of a specific sporting match, game, competition,
tournament or special event which a Player can access by meeting the eligibility requirements set out in Section 4.5;

“Lottery Game Rules” means any terms, conditions, explanations, rules and procedures, including the prize structure, issued by OLG or the
Interprovincial Lottery Corporation from time to time (in addition to this Agreement) which apply to a Draw-Based Lottery Game Played Online
and which are designated by OLG as Lottery Game Rules.  Subject to Section 3, the Lottery Game Rules are incorporated into and form part of

this Agreement;
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“Mobile Applications” means any application developed by or on behalf of OLG that Prospective Players and Players can install on their mobile
device, such as mobile phone or tablet, and through which select Games are made available to eligible Players from time to time;

“Multi-Factor Authentication” has the meaning specified in Section 4.4.

“My PlayBreak” has the meaning specified in the Responsible Gambling and My PlayBreak Policy;

“OLG” means Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corporation and the successors thereof;
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“OLG.ca” means OLG's websites and Mobile Applications through which select Games are made available to eligible Players from time to time;

“Pay-to-Play Game” means any of the games or products made available through OLG.ca from time to time that: (i) constitutes a “lottery
scheme” for purposes of the Criminal Code (Canada), (ii) requires the Player to place a bet or make a wager as a condition to entering the game,

and (iii) affords the Player a chance to win a Prize but does not include any Draw-Based Lottery Game Played Online or any Play-for-Free
Game.  Examples of Pay-to-Play Games include Sports Betting Games Played Online and casino style games such as roulette and slots;

“Pay-to-Play Game Rules” means the terms, conditions, explanations, rules and procedures (for example, how a Prize is won, the value and odds
of winning Prizes for an individual Pay-to-Play Game, the Prize tiers within a Pay-to-Play Game) issued by OLG from time to time (in addition to

this Agreement) which apply to a particular Pay-to-Play Game and which are designated by OLG as Pay-to-Play Game Rules.  Subject
to Section 3, the Pay-to-Play Game Rules are incorporated into and form part of this Agreement;

“Player” means an individual (for certainty, other than an individual who is or becomes an Excluded Individual) who has successfully registered a
Player Account that has not been Suspended, Deactivated, or Closed;
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“Player Account” means a Player's account of notional funds corresponding to Canadian dollars that is maintained on the iGaming System, and

also includes the Player's registration information, deposit and withdrawal transaction history, and game-play information that the Player can access
through OLG.ca from time to time;

“Player Contact Information” means a Player's contact information that is associated with a Player Account and stored in the iGaming System at
the relevant time including, for example, the Player's name, e-mail address, mailing address and telephone number;

“Player-Initiated Transaction” has the meaning specified in Section 10.1;

“Play-for-Free Game” means any of the free games made available through OLG.ca from time to time that contain some the features of a “lottery
scheme” for purposes of the Criminal Code (Canada) but do not afford a chance to win a Prize or require any payment to play;
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“Player Support” means OLG.ca's customer support services, which can be contacted in accordance with Section 18.1;

“Prize” means a prize won by a Player from a Game in accordance with the applicable Lottery Game Rules or Pay-to-Play Game Rules;

“Prospective Player” means any individual who visits OLG.ca but is not a Player;

“Responsible Gambling and My PlayBreak Policy” means the OLG responsible gambling policy relating specifically to OLG.ca, as amended or
replaced by OLG from time to time. Subject to Section 3, the Responsible Gambling and My PlayBreak Policy is incorporated into and forms part

of this Agreement;
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“Sports Betting Games Played Online” means Pay-to-Play Games made available through OLG’s online sports betting platform.

“Suspend” or “Suspension” means that a Player Account has been set to a Suspended Account as described in Section 12.1;

“Time-based One-time Password” has the meaning specified in Section 4.4.

“Unutilized Funds” means any notional funds corresponding to Canadian dollars that are credited to a Player Account, including Prizes but
excluding Bonus Funds, that have not been used by the Player; and
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“Username and Password” means a unique combination of identifiers created by a Player that is used by a Player to identify themselves to the

iGaming System each time the Player wants to access their Player Account.



In the event of any conflict or inconsistency between any provision of this Agreement and any of such other terms, conditions, policies, statements
and explanations, the order of precedence shall be in descending order of clauses i. to vi. above, except that this Agreement, any applicable

website user agreement and any applicable mobile application user agreement shall rank below the applicable Lottery Game Rules and Pay-to-
Play Game Rules for such purpose.

Only Players are allowed to play Draw Based Lottery Games Played Online, Pay-to-Play Games through OLG.ca.  An individual who desires to
become a Player (an “Intending Player”) must satisfy the following criteria, as determined by OLG in its sole discretion:

Information that is submitted by an Intending Player who is registering an account with OLG.ca must be true, accurate and complete at the time it is
provided to OLG and such information must remain true, accurate and complete following the registration of a Player Account.  If any of such

registration information changes following the registration of a Player Account, it is the Player's sole responsibility to ensure that the Player remains
entitled to have a Player Account pursuant to the terms of this Agreement and, if necessary, to update the Player's information in the Player

Account by going to the “My Account” or “Account Information” page.
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The failure of a Player to update their Player Account information in a timely manner will constitute a material breach of this Agreement by the

Player.  Following the registration of a Player Account, if OLG discovers that any of the registration information associated with a Player
Account which is then on file in the iGaming System is not true or is no longer accurate or complete (including, for example, because a Player's

circumstances have changed and the Player did not update their information that is associated with the Player Account), OLG may take all steps in
relation to the Player or the Player Account that OLG determines, in its sole discretion, to be appropriate.  For example, these steps may

include Suspending, or Deactivating the Player Account, investigating any security issues and, in the case of suspected or actual identity theft or
fraud, disclosing all relevant information to the appropriate law enforcement authorities and other third parties that OLG determines to be

appropriate (for example, the AGCO, OLG's payment processors, and credit card issuers and brands).

When registering for a Player Account, an Intending Player will be required to create a Username and Password.  Following the registration of a
Player Account, the Player is solely responsible for maintaining the security and secrecy of the Player's Username and Password, including related
security or verification questions and answers.  A Player is not permitted to disclose the Username and Password to any other individual (including,

without limitation, other Players, Prospective Players, family members, or minors), and only the Player is permitted to use the Username
and Password to log into the relevant Player Account.  Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, a Player is not permitted to use their

Username and Password for the purpose of giving any other individual access to the Player's Player Account for any reason.  All transactions (for
example, changes to registration information and Player Contact Information, deposits, withdrawals, Game play and lottery ticket purchases) made
through a Player Account following the correct entry of a valid Username and Password will be deemed to have been made by the Player, and the

Player will be solely responsible for all such transactions.

If a Player intentionally or unintentionally discloses their Username and Password to anyone else, or if the Player suspects that someone else might
have discovered the Player's Username and Password (whether or not such other person has used or attempted to use the Player's Username

and Password), the Player must immediately change their password on OLG.ca and notify Player Support regarding the compromise or possible
compromise of the original Username and Password.

A Player can change their password at any time by going to the “My Account” or “Account Information” page.
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A Player has the option of enabling Multi-Factor Authentication as an additional verification factor to access their Player Account along with the
use of a Player’s Username and Password. “Multi-Factor Authentication” is an authentication method that requires the Player to input a Time-

based One-time Password provided by that third-party application in addition to their Username and Password, to confirm the Player’s identity
when they attempt to sign-in to their Player Account. A “Time-based One-time Password” is a temporary password generated by a third-party
application that can only be used once and within a certain period of time before it becomes invalid, at which point the Player will be required to

input a newly generated Time-based One-time Password.

A Player may download any third-party authenticator application to their mobile device or desktop from Google Play or Apple’s App store,
including but not limited to Google Authenticator, Duo Mobile or Microsoft Authenticator. By choosing to download, access or use a third-party

application, the Player accepts and agrees that there may be additional terms and conditions governing this application and it is the Player’s
responsibility to determine whether to accept and agree to such third-party terms and conditions. OLG shall not be liable for any direct or indirect

damages resulting from the download, access or use of the third-party application selected by the Player in accordance with Section 14.1 and 14.2
of this Agreement.

A Player can access the details of their Player Account through the OLG.ca website by going to the “My Account” or
“Account Information” page including, for example, to see the following information:

If a Player discovers any inaccuracy or error in the information that is contained in their Player Account, or if the Player suspects that such an
inaccuracy or error may exist, regardless of who is responsible for the inaccuracy or error, the Player is required to immediately contact Player

Support.
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OLG.ca is a lottery and gaming website meant for personal entertainment.  A Player may only use their Player Account for these purposes.  A
Player may only use their Player Account for personal purposes.  A Player is not permitted to use OLG.ca or any component thereof (including

a Player Account) or any content included on OLG.ca for any business, commercial or public purpose or for any other purpose that OLG advises
the Player from time to time is not permitted.  Without limiting the generality if the foregoing, a Player may not, through chat or otherwise, display,
provide or transmit any content that is deemed by OLG to be inappropriate (including by use of a nickname) or threaten bully or otherwise harass

any other Player.

OLG may take all steps in relation to the Player or the Player Account that OLG determines, in its sole discretion, to be appropriate in respect of
any hateful, discriminatory, sexist, violent, offensive or other inappropriate content. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, OLG may, in its
sole discretion, require that a nickname be changed, remove any content deemed to OLG to be non-compliant with the foregoing and/or Suspend

or Deactivate the Player Account.

A Player Account is not the property of the Player and cannot be assigned or transferred to or shared with any other person by the Player for any
purpose.

To be eligible to access Live Streaming (subject to system availability) through their Player Account, a Player must, at the first instance and for the
duration of their access: (a) be located in Ontario; and (b) meet at least one of the following requirements:
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For certainty, a Player will lose any access they have to Live Streaming upon failing to meet the foregoing eligibility requirements.

Players may play certain Draw-Based Lottery Games Played Online by way of subscription provided a player has Unutilized Funds (or, subject to
the relevant Bonus Fund Terms, Bonus Funds) in their Player Account, or by Direct Pay (subject to system availability) in accordance with the

Direct Pay Subscription Terms, and otherwise complies with the terms of this Section 5 and the OLG Rules Respecting iGaming Lottery Games.

A ticket purchase transaction by a Player by way of subscription in accordance with this Section 5.3 is referred to as a “Future Game
Transaction”.

A Player who engages in, or attempts to engage in, Future Game Transactions is solely responsible for continually ensuring that:
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Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, such Player must, in addition to complying with all of the other terms and conditions of this

Agreement which are then in effect:

OLG does not undertake any obligation or responsibility for notifying a Player:

provided that the foregoing will not restrict OLG's ability to so notify a Player.

In order to play Games (other than Play-for-Free Games) on OLG.ca, a Player is required to have a positive notional balance of funds in their
Player Account. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a Player may purchase tickets for Draw-Based Lottery Games Played Online through Direct Pay

on OLG.ca (subject to system availability). OLG will not extend credit to Players.
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If, at the time that a bet, wager, or purchase is to be made in respect of a Game, a Player Account does not have sufficient funds available or a
permitted Direct Pay payment card is not Funded, then the bet, wager or purchase will not be made and the Player’s entry into the Game will

be rejected.  A Player is solely responsible for ensuring that their Player Account contains sufficient funds or their permitted Direct Pay payment
card is Funded, as applicable, for a Game (including any Future Game Transaction). OLG does not undertake any obligation or responsibility for

notifying a Player if they do or may have insufficient funds available or if their permitted Direct Pay payment card is or is not funded, to play a
particular Game (including any Future Game Transaction) prior to rejecting the relevant transaction (provided that the foregoing will not

restrict OLG’s ability to so notify a Player).

In addition, subject to certain exceptions, any monetary Prizes from Games that are played through OLG.ca, including those Draw-Based Lottery
Games Played Online funded through Direct Pay, will be loaded to the Player Account by means of a credit to the notional balance of such Player

Account.  The withdrawal of funds representing such Prizes from a Player Account will be subject to the terms and conditions of this
Agreement.  Instructions for claiming non-monetary Prizes will be provided to Players by OLG from time to time.

A Player may: (i) fund their Player Account by depositing funds (in Canadian dollars only) with OLG; or (ii) complete a purchase for Draw-Based
Lottery Games Played Online using Direct Pay, by means of:
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